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      Rewind + Riddle?

Common Topics & Vocabulary

Warm-up: Successful networking

Your Turn! (Speaking)
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Phrase Cards4

In today's 
class...
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Listening Practice5

Module Wrap-up!

6

7



Rewind
Think of ONE thing you learned during the last session :

invito yo/estoy lo pago yo, copiar (en un examen), soso,

salado (vs. dulce), meter a 'gastos', etc. 

Build a sentence using that word/structure, etc.

Make sure you add it to your notebook.
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Time: 5 minutes



Time: 10 minutes: BOR

Succesful networking
October 2021

Have YOU ever used any of these tips?
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Vocabulary

Time: 10 minutes

Match the words with their definitions:

a. booth/stand
b. circulate 
c. business card
d. aisle
e. freebie
f. exhibit directory
g. badge/name tag
h. leaflets/brochures
i. exhibitors
j. space rate

A small piece of plastic showing the name of a person or their membership of an organization.

Printed material containing information or advertising and usually distributed for free.

The price charged for an area at a trade fair.

 A printed material specifying all the exhibitors and their locations.

A structure used for displaying goods at a trade fair.

The space between booths where people walk around.

Products given for free at trade fairs.

A business or other organization showing its products at an exhibition

A printed card giving contact information for an individual employed by a company.

To move through the different areas of a trade fair.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

 



Key

a. 5
b. 10
c. 9
d. 6
e. 7
f. 4
g. 9
h. 2
i. 8
j. 3



Time: 10 minutes: BOR

5

Trade fairs & Conventions
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Here are some topics you can use to begin a conversation at an event. Do the matching and think of
any others.

the weather

hotel home town/country

the trade
fair/convention

practical information
(directions, etc.)

exhibitors/
companies

I noticed that your name tag says you work for Jansch Networks. 

Excuse me, do you know how to operate this ticket machine?

What a beautiful day! It's too bad we're stuck in here. 

Are you staying at the Four Seasons as well?

This looks very interesting. What is it exactly?

Are you here for the electronics show?

Excuse me, are you American? I heard you speaking English...



Listen & Learn

Ute Adena is the head of purchasing for a large electronics firm in Germany. Listen to 3
conversations she has at a trade fair in Milan. Which of the topics from last exercise are

mentioned? Where is each conversation taking place?



And check!

companies, hotel

practical info, the trade
fair, exhibits

practical info, weather,
home country, the trade

fair, companies

at the hotel

at a bus stop

in a café at the trade fair



Phrase cards

Excuse me, are you...? 

I noticed that...

I'm...., by the way.

Have you seen this before?

Look at this... I got it at the.... stand. 

Look what they gave me at...

That's really cool/ interesting/amazing 

 I always think that...

It always surprises me that 

The thing about trade fairs is...

Striking up a conversation 

Showing someone an object

Giving an opinion
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Anyway, let me give you my card. 

Listen, do you have a card?

Sorry, I really have to go now. My boss is waiting

for me outside...

I should really get going. I have another

appointment...

Listen, I've just seen... I really need to talk to

him...

Ending a conversation politely. TIPS:

- Use right, then, ok (+name)

- Exchange cards: 

- Say you have to leave because of another
commitment

- Say you've seen someone you want to talk to:

- Say: 'It was really nice talking to you.'



What's your take-away
from today's class?
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'Your network is your net worth.' Poter Gale

Let's recap!


